CHAPTER XXVI
TRAFFIC SIGNS
the increasing number of types of traffic and warning signs, and the
need for them have necessitated full co-ordination of type, size, and
colour for universal use throughout Britain.
With this in view the Ministry of Transport has issued " The
Traffic Signs Regulation, 1950 ", giving full details of all signs which
are permitted on the public roads of this country. The wide variety
of signs now authorized are to be sited and fixed according to cir-
cumstances and requirements.
Briefly, the signs may be referred to under the following
headings:—
These are used to give special caution by reason of the source of
danger specified in the sign; they are similar, generally, to those in
use already. They include: Cross roads; different types of T
Junction; Roundabouts; " Children " and Schools; Level Cross-
ings; Road Narrows; Narrow Bridge; Low Bridge; Swing Bridge;
Ford; Unfenced Road; Gate across Road; and the most important
sign of " Pedestrian Crossing Ahead " (2 ft. 6 in. x 1 ft. 5 in.).
Direction Signs.
These indicate place-names and classification numbers as hitherto;
they are arranged on the name-plate to show also arrow directions
and place-names where several roads intersect or for staggered
junctions.
Other signs indicate dual carriage-ways; by-pass and ring roads;
route identification; local direction signs; cyclists; one way streets;
Halt; Slow, Major Road Ahead; and parking signs.
Several of the signs indicate prohibitions or restrictions of the
character indicated by the sign on the user of highways by vehicular
traffic,
Carriage-way Markings,
Lines may be placed at places (a) where traffic must stop either by
a constable on point duty or at a light signal; or (b) to show the
course to be taken by traffic at road junctions, corners and curves;
or (c) to show the proximity and situation of street refuges. The
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